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Roasting Pan Suppers is filled to the brim with over 70 delicious meals that you can cook in a
single roasting pan or pot.Take a handful of fresh ingredients, spend a few minutes preparing
them, pop them in a pan and let the oven do the work. In hardly more time than it takes to cook a
ready meal, you can have a home-cooked, nutritious feast.Featuring vibrant meals, from ginger
and turmeric chicken with potato and chickpea curry to lamb steaks in mojo verde with roast
potatoes and green pepper, Roasting Pan Suppers is perfect for anyone wanting to squeeze
nutritious home made meals into a busy lifestyle. The book also contains delicious vegan and
vegetarian meals, including mushrooms stuffed with rice, spinach and pine nuts and baked pearl
barley, peas, beans and green sauce.Filled with fresh, delicious and hassle-free meals, this
book is perfect for anyone who wants to cook up nutritious food and avoid a sink full of washing
up.
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INTRODUCTIONAs a chef of 20-odd years standing, I have spent much time in front of a range,
slinging about pans of all shapes and sizes. In the professional kitchen, the oven was really the
domain of the pastry section. Yet during the times of day when I was doing my mise en place –
i.e. getting ready for the hustle and bustle of service – I sometimes cooked things in the oven
when space on the range was at a premium. The all-round heat of the oven is easier to manage
than the direct heat of the hob. A roasting pan just requires a shake now and again, whereas a
saucepan needs frequent stirring to prevent ingredients from sticking or burning.As I used the
oven more and more, experimenting and learning, I started thinking of various tricks and
techniques – for example, thickening up a tomato sauce or making a chutney works really well in
the oven. (One of my favourite lessons from writing this book was perfecting the art of the tomato
sauce in the oven – the recipe is in the Fish chapter, on here.) And so this book was born. I have
included flavours from all over the world, to make this an even more interesting culinary journey. I
also always aim to cook as sustainably as possible. Nowadays, you can easily pick up
affordable, environmentally-friendly alternatives to common kitchenware, such as reusable
kitchen towels instead of kitchen paper and beeswax wraps instead of clingfilm.This kind of
cooking is not an exact science: there are just a few basic principles, and it’s a great way to build
your confidence in the kitchen. Hopefully you’ll end up with a repertoire of personal favourites
that you make and share again and again.I’ve discovered a few things that add value to the
experience, chiefly that it is worth having roasting pans in various sizes (especially as a few of
the recipes call for more than one roasting pan). Most of the dishes in the book respond very
well to being cooked in metal, but ceramic or ovenproof glass baking dishes will work too. The
roasting pans I use most – and these are approximate sizes – are:SMALL: 30 X 20CMMEDIUM:
35 X 25CMLARGE: 40 X 30CMIn some recipes I have suggested which size to use, but it may
depend on the result you are looking for. Some good pointers are:• When roasting pieces of
meat, and to some extent fish and vegetables, spread them out so that they can cook evenly all
over and caramelise a bit – this part of the process contributes rich flavours.• Select a tray with
enough space for the heat to circulate. This will ensure you don’t create steam, which is the
enemy of crispness. This is important when cooking chicken thighs with their skin on, for
example, as you want to get a nice crisp skin.• As a general rule, a larger surface area will yield a
drier result. So if you are trying to thicken a sauce and reduce some juices, go for a bigger pan.•
When braising meat, packing it together in a huddle once it has been browned will help to keep
moisture in and make for a more succulent, tender final product.• When softening vegetables,



especially onions, a smaller surface area is preferable. Always add a pinch of salt at the
beginning as this helps them break down and release moisture, and in turn steam and soften.•
Most baking works best in a small or medium pan, unless you are going for a whopper cake, in
which case you will need to scale up quantities.I find that many great dishes begin with an onion
or something else in that family. Consequently, many of the recipes start with sweating onions in
a roasting pan. This works extremely well in the oven and, although it requires patience, it
doesn’t need constant attention, as it would if cooking in a pan on the hob. The even
temperature and steamy environment means they are less likely to stick; a stir now and again is
a good idea, but generally if left to their own devices the result will be sweet and rich, which is
what a good base flavour relies on.Most vegetables respond very well to roasting. I occasionally
suggest giving them a few minutes in boiling salted water first, otherwise they may dry out too
much. Everything else is possible in a roasting pan in the oven.COOKING MEAT AND FISHThe
oven is traditionally home to big pieces of meat, such as hearty roasts and braises, or slow-
cooked stews. However, it is also a very efficient way to cook smaller pieces of meat, such as
chops and steaks, pieces of chicken, or sausages, especially if your vegetables are cooked in
the same pan. You will find plenty of recipes that can be on the table in under an hour from start
to finish, along with a few slow cookers, which would be great for weekends when time is not of
the essence (see Timing Is Everything, here).Aim always to buy meat with the highest possible
welfare standards: eating less meat of higher quality is more environmentally sustainable in the
long term. If you have the time, I would encourage you to chat to your local butcher, who may
have some interesting pearls of wisdom. When buying fish, look for sustainably sourced fish,
which will display the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) logo (for more information see the
Marine Conservation Society website mcsuk.org).Fish takes less time to cook than meat
because its muscle structure is completely different and heat can permeate the flesh much more
quickly. Cooking times depend on a variety of factors – the type of fish, the thickness of the
pieces used, and whether or not they are on the bone – but it is important not to overcook fish.
Perfectly cooked fish becomes opaque and flakes easily. If cooked with its skin, you will know it
is ready when the skin peels off with ease.A number of the recipes in this chapter call for
skinless firm white fish. I tend not to specify more than that because it really depends on what is
available. If you are lucky enough to have a local fishmonger, take guidance from them and ask
them to do all the filleting, skinning and boning – they will have the knives and the skill to do this
efficiently.MAKING THE MOST OF VEGETABLESHaving dedicated most of our time to
preparing the meat or fish, we often find ourselves turning out the same old thing to have
alongside our supper, and side dishes become something of a safe, predictable afterthought.
There is nothing wrong with this – I am a big fan of frozen peas, as is my dachshund – but it’s
good to expand your repertoire with some simple, flavoursome side dishes that you can bung in
the oven. Several of these dishes would also group together as a feast in themselves (see
Cooking Up a Feast, here). I have included quite a few vegan recipes and others are fairly easy
to turn vegan with the substitution or omission of dairy.Britain is truly lucky to have a great array



of vegetables available. Look for the Red Tractor logo – the Union Flag in the logo indicates the
food has been farmed, processed and packed in the United Kingdom. While it is wonderful to
grow our own or visit farmers’ markets and farm shops, often there just isn’t the time. Some
supermarkets have local producers on board, or sell the less-than-perfect veg which, at one
time, wouldn’t have made it onto their shelves. Choose organic produce whenever possible –
look for the Soil Association logo. Organic farming avoids the use of synthetic pesticides,
herbicides and fertilisers, so it’s better for the environment and better for us. I try and cook
seasonally as much as I can and have put together vegetables that generally are picked around
the same time of year. That said, frozen vegetables and tinned pulses are a boon for a busy
lifestyle.SWEETAccording to current culinary trends, it seems that puddings are increasingly
restricted to entertaining rather than the traditional end of an everyday meal. However, a sweet
treat now and again is always welcome. Pears, plums, peaches, apricots and figs all respond
well to oven-roasting, with the addition of cream, thick Greek-style yoghurt, custard or ice cream
and a crisp biscuit. And they may just as easily find their way into a bowl of porridge for breakfast
or as the filling for a cake or pie. This chapter includes a range of simple-to-prepare recipes for
puddings that work equally well for elevenses or tea.I am a firm believer that recipes are a
framework; once you are in the zone, modification comes easily and then a recipe truly becomes
your own. So use this collection as a springboard for your own creativity. Happy roasting pan
cooking!

TIMING IS EVERYTHINGSometimes speed is of the essence: here is an idea of what can be on
the table hastily or at a more leisurely pace. The 30-minute column includes a few enticing sides
which would be great with some grilled sausages or bacon, or simply cooked fish. The longer
receipes don’t require you to be hands-on for anywhere near the amount of time stated – the
ingredients do their own thing in the oven while you do the same elsewhere!ABOUT 30
MINUTES• Lamb steaks in mojo verde with roast potatoes and green pepper• Pork tenderloin
and lemon cauliflower• Roast cauliflower and broccoli with toasted almond dressing(VEGAN)•
Whole roast mackerel and spring onions with tarragon• Fish wrapped in ham with butter beans
and sun-dried tomatoes• Roast asparagus with egg toastsUNDER AN HOUR• Duck breast with
pot-roast chicory and celeriac• Tom’s sausages and beans• Pork chops baked with fennel,
tomato and potato• Easy moussaka• Yoghurt-baked fish with chilli sweet potato and peanut
chutney• Smoked haddock, broccoli and farfalle• Green couscous with prawns• Spiced white
fish with noodles and broth• Fancy fish fingers and beans• Cod, orzo, sweet potato and
tapenade• Plaice baked with fennel, potatoes and cider• Spinach, walnut and feta in the hole•
Pea and artichoke risotto• Vicky’s filo pie• Baked angel hair pasta with broccoli and green
beans(VEGAN)• Farinata, red pepper and courgette with olive dressing(VEGAN)• Cauliflower
kuku• French onion Welsh rarebit• Rice pudding with a difference• Marmalade baked
pears(VEGAN)• Baked rhubarb, rose water and pink grapefruit(VEGAN)1 HOUR• Satay chicken
wings and rice noodle salad• Spice-rubbed steak with sweet red onions and croutons• Salmon



baked with horseradish and hot potato and beetroot salad• Spiced prawn filo pie• Lentils, crispy
kale and halloumi• Root vegetable rösti with hazelnut gremolata• Chestnut, orange and
chocolate bread puddingOVER AN HOUR• Aromatic chicken with almonds• Miso aubergine
and togarashi chicken skewers• Ginger and turmeric chicken with potato and chickpea curry•
Beef chilli with cornbread top• Lamb chops with spiced roots and tahini and roast garlic sauce•
Baked mussels with tomato and fregola• Tuna and potato baked omelette• Fish pie with a rösti
topping• Baked beetroot with hazelnut dressing(VEGAN)• Potato and tomato gratin• Red
cabbage with chestnut and apple(VEGAN)• Red peppers stuffed with spiced chickpeas and
aubergine(VEGAN)• Minted roast chicken with potatoes, peas and lettuce• Jerk chicken strips,
baked rice and black eye beans• Baked ham with cider and leeks• Beef and prune pot pie•
Dawn’s slow-cooked shoulder of lamb with Chinese pancakes• Rhubarb, pistachio and ginger
cake• Apricot and pistachio tart

COOKING UP A FEASTMost of the roasting pan suppers are a whole meal in themselves, but it
is easy to add a side dish and sweet thing when having friends over. We have put together some
meal plans to make entertaining a breeze. The book has an array of dishes from around the
world, so we have picked flavours that compliment each other. For pudding, a bit of cream,
creme fraiche or sorbet never goes amiss.FEAST WITH FRIENDSLAIDBACK, WITH TIME TO
COOK• Beef chilli with cornbread top• Roast celeriac with wholegrain mustard and rosemary• A
simple green salad to serve• Baked rhubarb, rose water and pink grapefruitadd double cream,
Greek yoghurt or mascarpone with a biscuitPREPARE IN ADVANCE• Aromatic chicken with
almonds• Roasted okra• Baked baby carrots and harissa• Flatbreads, naan or parathas would
go well with the above• Rice pudding with a differenceserved with oven-baked fruit or a dried
fruit compoteA TABLE OF GOODIESTHESE DISHES WORK WELLTOGETHER IF YOU ARE
PLANNINGA BIG PARTY WITH PEOPLE HELPINGTHEMSELVES FROM THE TABLE• Miso
aubergine and togarashi chicken skewers• Dawn’s slow-cooked shoulder of lamb with Chinese
pancakes• Charred cabbage with chilli and sherry vinegar• Broccoli ‘rice’, flageolet beans and
roast vegetables• Marmalade baked pearsserved with cream or ice cream and some simple
biscuitsAL FRESCO• Jerk chicken strips, black rice and black eye beans• Baked angel hair
pasta with broccoli and green beans• Roast cauliflower and broccoli with toasted almond
dressing• Apricot and pistachio tartQUICK AND MESSY MIDWEEK SUPPER• Baked mussels
with tomato and fregola• Roast cauliflower and broccoli with toasted almond dressing• A
crunchy cucumber and dill salad to serve• Chocolate banana tahini browniecrème fraîche or
yoghurt ice cream will add a nice sharp note to the rich puddingVEGGIE TREATSLAIDBACK,
WITH TIME TO COOK• Spinach, walnut and feta in the hole• Baby baked carrots and harissa•
Rhubarb, pistachio and ginger cakepouring cream or crème fraîche never goes amiss when
serving this as puddingMIDWEEK SUPPER• Pea and artichoke risotto• Charred cabbage with
chilli and sherry vinegar• Raspberry and sour cream squaresQUICK AND EASY• Roast
asparagus with egg toasts• Oven-baked mushrooms à la grecque• Sometimes a pudding just



isn’t on the cards – some cheese and fresh fruit is just as goodVEGAN FEAST
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Coriander, “Really useful book with inspirational recipes. I haven't tried a recipe yet, but there are
super recipes, interesting ideas and I think I'll be using this book more than my other baking tray
cookbooks. It seems more practical, somehow.”

Elaine, “Simple, straightforward, delicious. And very little washing up. Very pleased with this
book. I'm a confident cook, so none of the ingredients or recipes were difficult to cook. I found
them to be extremely straightforward, delicious, and original. The recipes were all relatively
simple, so I'd imagine a new cook could still manage them with little or no problems. Planning my
meals for this week. The only problem is which to include, as they all look yummy!”

jberri, “slightly disappointed.... I was under the impression that the ingredients for these dishes
would literally be put in pan to cook. However, some are a little time consuming to prepare
ahead of cooking in the roasting pan.  Slightly disappointed with the actual recipes.  Sorry.”

Pen, “Nice recipes. I thought this book was very good and had some marvellous recipes in it.
Haven't made any of them yet but will get round to it one of these days!”

The book by Rosie Sykes has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 89 people have provided feedback.
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